**SampleVNF - Home**

**Project: Sample Virtual Network Function (samplevnf)**

This project provides a placeholder for various sample VNF (Virtual Network Function) development which includes example reference architecture and optimization methods related to VNF/Network service for high performance VNFs. This project provides benefits to other OPNFV projects like Functest, Models, yardstick etc to perform real life use-case based testing and NFVi characterization for the same. The sample VNFs are Open Source approximations* of Telco grade VNF’s using optimized VNF + NFVi Infrastructure libraries, with Performance Characterization of Sample† Traffic Flows.

- * Not a commercial product. Encourage the community to contribute and close the feature gaps.
- † No Vendor/Proprietary Workloads. It helps to facilitate deterministic & repeatable bench-marking on Industry standard high volume Servers. It augments well with a Test Infrastructure to help facilitate consistent/repeatable methodologies for characterizing & validating the sample VNFs through OPEN SOURCE VNF approximations and test tools. The VNFs belongs to this project are never meant for field deployment. All the VNF source code part of this project requires Apache License Version 2.0.

OPNFV use cases and benefits:

Due to lack of open source VNF, most of OPNFV projects currently do not have any real world use-case driven testing. With Sample VNFs, OPNFV projects like FuncTest, yardstick, model project perform use-case driven testing and help customers to adopt the OPNFV in VNF/NFVi characterization and bench-marking.

**Scope:**
The Scope of samplevnf project as follows

To create a repository of sample VNFs to help VNF benchmarking and NFVi characterization with real world traffic. Host a common development environment for developing the VNF using optimized libraries
Integrate into CI tool chain and existing test frameworks for VNF feature and deployment testing

**Testability:**

Network Service Testing framework added into the Yardstick will be used as a test tool for Functional/Performance verification of all the sample VNFs. Planning to extend the same to FuncTest and Models project to include the testcases related to sample VNFs.

**Key Project Facts**

**INFO**

- Project: Sample Virtual Network Function (samplevnf)
- Project Creation Date: 27/03/2017
- Lifecycle State: Incubation
- Primary Contact: Kannan Babu Ramia (kannan.babu.ramia@intel.com)
- Project Lead: Deepak S (deepak.s@linux.intel.com)
- Jira Project Name: samplevnf
- Jira Project Prefix: samplevnf
- IRC: #opnfv-samplevnf

**Committers:**

- Deepak S (deepak.s@linux.intel.com)
- Anand B Jyoti (anand.b.jyoti@intel.com)
- Frank Brockners (fbrockne@cisco.com)
- Shang xiaodong (shang.xiaodong@zte.com.cn)

**Related wiki pages:**

- Project Proposal - [https://wiki.opnfv.org/display/PROJ/Project+Proposal%3A+samplevnf](https://wiki.opnfv.org/display/PROJ/Project+Proposal%3A+samplevnf)
- Technical Discussion Meeting minutes - [https://wiki.opnfv.org/display/PROJ/tc+minutes+20170309](https://wiki.opnfv.org/display/PROJ/tc+minutes+20170309)

**Contributors:**

- Deepak S (Intel, deepak.s@linux.intel.com)
- Anand B Jyoti (intel, anand.b.jyoti@intel.com)
- Vishwesh M Rudramuni (Intel, vishwesh.m.rudramuni@intel.com)
- Bindya Narayan (intel, bindya.narayan@intel.com)
- Gunaseelan Venkatachary (HCL, gunaseelanr@hcl.com)
- Anandaraman Viswanathan (HCL, anandaramanv@hcl.com)
- Rajaraman Balasubramanian (HCL, rajaraman.b@hcl.com)
- Vasantha Kumar Godithi (HCL, vasanthakumarg@hcl.com)

Technical Etherpad: https://etherpad.opnfv.org/p/samplevnf

Coding Guidelines: OPNFV Coding Guidelines

OPNFV Developer Resource Page: Getting started with your account, Gerrit and Git

JIRA Getting Started Guide: Getting started with JIRA

SAMPLE VNF documentation:
http://artifacts.opnfv.org/samplevnf/docs/testing_user_userguide/index.html
http://artifacts.opnfv.org/samplevnf/docs/testing_developer/index.html

Git, Gerrit, Documentation and Artifacts

Git: https://git.opnfv.org/samplevnf

Gerrit: https://gerrit.opnfv.org/gerrit/samplevnf

Branching Model: https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Branch_Model

Project Links

Project Meetings

- Meeting calendar of “samplevnf”
- Samplevnf Meeting Details + Minutes
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